
LOOKING FOR ALASKA

 

Key Theme:

Loss of Innocence (Coming of Age)
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Symbolism:

 

•  Cigarettes (Marlboro Lights)-self-destruction, foreshadow, rebellion, attempt to fit in, defiance of authority

 •  Alcohol (Strawberry Hill)-recklessness, committing a misdemeanor, more inclined to abandon morals when under the influence, guilt

 •  Death-rips innocence away, makes Pudge discover a new side to him filled with regret and bitterness

 •  Nicknames-“Pudge”, represents clean slate, whomever he was before and his innocence vanishes along with the fresh start

•  Layers-walls are broken down, first sexual encounter, boundaries crossed for the first time, separates life from death

 •  Pranks-requires being devious and pushing envelope and authority, disregard for education or consequences, search for independence

 

Key Events that Prove That Chosen Theme is Apparent in the Novel:

1)  Miles Halter decides to attend Culver Creek Boarding School, moving away from his parents and all that he’s ever known.  This alone is a

huge step in growing up and adulthood, and requires an immense amount of maturity and responsibility.  

 

2)   Pudge is offered his first cigarette, unaccustomed to it he chokes on it.  With the assistance of his friends he begins to become familiar

with alcohol, and starts making drinking a habitual act.  Prior to his time at Culver Creek, Miles was uninterested and an amateur when it

came to smoking and/or drinking.  Boarding school made him oblivious to the legal, health, and emotional consequences of cigarettes and

alcohol, thus capturing his innocence.

 

3) Miles Halter had his first sexual experiences with two of his fellow classmates, Lara Buterskaya   and Alaska Young.  Within the first page

of “Looking for Alaska” it’s evident that Miles was an unpopular, geeky student and lacked knowledge and experience with woman.  With

age comes different experiences and maturity; his encounters, and perhaps even unrequited love for one of the woman, forced him to

socially and emotionally grow as a person, and lose that innocence that comes with inexperience.  

 

4) Throughout Pudge’s journey of self-discovery he participated in several pranks with his friends and roommate.  Although none of the

pranks were primarily his idea, his involvement proved his willingness for rebellious and dangerous acts.  Had Pudge refused to be

negatively corrupted and influenced by his friends and circumstances, would he have gambled with his enrollment and more so his education

at Culver Creek so recklessly?  No.  Peer pressure corrupts one’s innocence, as it did so easily with Miles’.  

 

5) One of the major themes of the novel “Looking for Alaska” was death; one could argue that that was the center of the entire plot.  Loss

in and of itself breaks you as a person, and is perhaps the greatest offender of stealing someones innocence.  Alaska’s unexpected death

jutted Pudge and the Colonel into an impenetrable period of regret, and misery.  Losing a loved one forced Pudge to learn to move on and

Innocence: “lack of guile or corruption; purity.”
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accept situations that are out of his control, perhaps becoming the greatest lesson of all from his coming of age story.

 

Short Responses:

1. In what ways is the swan representative of Alaska?  Why does she smoke?  

Swans are known as beautiful, romantic creatures and are often associated with grace and love.  Throughout “Looking for Alaska”

protagonist Pudge comments on Alaska’s appealing physique and features.  He admires her sparkling green eyes, and blonde hair; her

beauty.  Alaska is the angelic love interest, and is continuously romanticized upon, much like how a swan would be.  The elegant white of the

swan and the purity of the white tulips is too much of a coincidence not to assume that both metaphors are directly linked.  The tulips are a

tribute and remembrance of Alaska’s beloved mother, the ghost (also ironically white), perhaps the colour itself is an unpretentious symbol. 

In the beginning of the novel the Colonel warns Pudge to never get close to the swan to prevent getting torn to bits and pieces, for it has

“issues with people” because of its abusive past.  Both Alaska Young and the swan seem to have dark pasts in common.  Alaska has been

mentally abused for nearly a decade by the tortuous thought of killing her mother when she was just a child.  Living with that kind of morbid

notion every day mentally and emotionally destroyed her, forcing her to build up walls and prohibit anyone from getting too close to her. 

Alaska’s mood swings, mystery, and manipulative games eventually ripped Pudge to “bits and pieces” and left him in an infatuated but

confused state.  The swan bit Miles in the buttocks, and Alaska Young broke his heart, but both hurt him in the end.  The swan is a metaphor

that embodies Alaska just discreetly enough to be beautiful, and was written quite brilliantly on John Green’s behalf.  In “Looking for Alaska”

Alaska states “Y’all smoke to enjoy it.  I smoke to die”, and whether that was meant to be taken literally or not remained unanswered. 

Although Alaska was bright-she got into Culver Creek on full scholarship-charming, and clever she lacked drive and inspiration.  The loss of

her mother destroyed her; smoking was a self-destructive act that provided her a brief escape from her tortured labyrinth.  

 

2. Explain the meaning of the book’s title “Looking for Alaska”.  How does the name relate to Pudge’s journey?

“Alaska” can be interpreted as many things.  It’s a broad, mysterious title-but that’s what Green wanted. At first glance one would assume the

book title is referring to the geographical location, or the meaning of “Alaska” which is “that which the sea breaks against”.  As you embark

on the literature that is Miles Halter’s coming of age story you witness him fall into a deep, intense infatuation with female protagonist Alaska

Young.  Pudge is blatantly mystified and captivated by her and her world, and desperately searches for answers to explain why Alaska is so

enthralling.  Midway through the novel Alaska’s sudden passing completely alters the mood, and overall direction of the entire book.  What

was an average romantic-teen novel now touches on serious themes such as death, regret, and forgiveness.  The Colonel and Pudge’s grief

and remorse for their beloved friend fuels their search for answers regarding the circumstances of Alaska’s suspicious death.  Determined

to find out if Alaska’s car accident was truly an “accident” the Colonel and Pudge go to great lengths for any clues about Alaska’s mind set

on the night of the accident.  From questioning witnesses such as the cop who’m she’d hit, researching suicide symptoms, to even

concocting a plan to steal private property from the dean of students, they stopped at nothing.  Losing Alaska left them lost, and looking for

her was the only thing keeping them from the reality of having to find themselves.  Miles was looking for a ghost, and was in love with

someone in an unreachable universe, an abundance of layers separating her from him.  When Pudge finally forgave himself for letting Alaska

leave that night he realized that Alaska wasn’t missing anymore.  Alaska would be a part of him forever; in the Bufriedos at Culver Creek, in

the smoking hole, in Strawberry Hill wine.  Perhaps the .24 alcohol level in her veins and the craze of forgetting her mother’s anniversary was

too much and prevented her from swerving. Perhaps the sea broke one too many times against Alaska and she snapped, deciding that

straight and fast would be the easiest way out.  Either way, Miles Halter looked for Alaska, and learned more about himself in the love and

loss that this one girl brought him, than anything else he’d ever experienced in his lifetime.  
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